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SCIA Engineer: high performance, reliable multi-material structural analysis and design software for all your projects.
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Calculation software for soil analysis, geotechnical stability analysis and verification of foundation works




 






	


BIM Solutions

 

Different solutions for any type of company and engineering workflow, from a federated to an integrated model, to make BIM a workable reality for all.
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About SCIA

Our history, our vision and some facts and figures.




What we stand for






	


Our people

More than 120 people with a shared passion for structural engineering.




Nice to meet you!






	


Working at SCIA

Check out our open positions and get a glimpse of what it's like to work at SCIA.




More about our careers
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Contact

We are looking forward hearing from you!




Let's connect!






	


Blog

Industry and company updates.




Stay informed






	


Events

We are eager to welcome you at one of our events.




Nice to meet you!






	


Offices

Contact details of all our SCIA offices and resellers worldwide.




Find your local representative
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SCIA Engineer



Create your best structural designs in the most fast, accurate and powerful way, regardless of the structure. – from the everyday, to the once in a lifetime
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SCIA Engineer


SCIA Engineer is an integrated, multi-material structural analysis software and design tool for all kinds of structures. Its wide range of functionality makes it the ideal partner for the design of office buildings, industrial plants, bridges or any other project, all within the same easy-to-use environment.

	fast analysis and design of any structure - from simple to complex
	work the way you like
	cutting-edge technologies and tools for effective work
	organize and review every aspect of the structure
	trusted, safe and economical design
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Full design process in one model



Enjoy the freedom to model anything, with just one tool featuring CAD-like modelling, advanced analysis, code-compliant multi-material design and customizable reports.
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Perfect productivity booster



Integrated cutting-edge technologies, intelligent automation, adaptive mesh generation, as well as innovative optimization and reporting tools.
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Understand and control your model 



Have full control over all your project data and design your structure with confidence in the results thanks to comprehensive international codes and detailed outputs.
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More connected with BIM workflows 



Seamless exchange of models with other project stakeholders, through the powerful bi-directional links, IFC, SAF or third-party plug-ins.
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Why SCIA Engineer?


SCIA Engineer is a software for structural engineers created by structural engineering enthusiasts. Based on our 45+ years of experience and relentless open dialogue with our customers, we help you produce accurate, safe and economical design compliant with the latest building codes while boosting your productivity and saving your valuable time, almost an hour every day.
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Request a demo

Discover how our software and services can help you optimize your work and boost your productivity. Request a private demo.
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Sky Park Residence


The Sky Park Residence apartment blocks are the first phase of the Sky Park multipurpose complex located close to the centre of Bratislava.



View user story
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Blavatnik School of Government - Oxford, United Kingdom


The structure has an intricate geometry that consists of a series of stacked toroids which are offset, on plan from floor to floor resulting in set-backs and cantilevers to the external elevation and to the inside face of the forum.



View User Story
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Roofing of the Pump station Gas- Matúškovo, Slovak republic.


Service area – a reinforced – concrete structure featuring three funnel – shaped columns that support a melded trio of curvy horizontal discs.



View User Story
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Expo Pavillon 6


The new “Pavillon 6” in the Porte-De-Versailles exposition site in Paris consists of an exposition area of 15,000 m².



View user story
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Bascule Bridge


The movable bridge is of the Scherzer type, it spans 50 m and has a width of 16 m, making it one of the largest of its kind.



View User Story
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What customers say
SCIA Engineer - Cutting edge software



Learn what our customers say about our software















I'm really impressed with SCIA Engineer. It is super user-friendly and a big time saver. The technical support was always able to help me fast and adequately. This is software you should invest in.





Vanneth Ny

building system engineer at Fuxin Steel Buildings Co., LTD













I would recommend SCIA Engineer 21 to long-term SCIA users who want to spend a bit more time on design and less in setting things up and for new users and the generations that have been brought up on highly visual user interfaces or programming and prefer simple searches to them I think this is going to feel really familiar. 





Matthew Burton

principal engineer at AECOM













Now, architects and engineers can work in the same 3D model together — our beams are their beams; their walls are our walls. Working together in real-time makes everything so much clearer, faster, and more efficient.





Jake Timmons - Riverstone Structural Concepts

Structural Designer













We keep our SCIA software regularly updated through the maintenance contract. It enables us to design complex concrete and steel structures according to the Eurocodes and other codes. The ability to transfer the model to Tekla Structures and back brings a high efficiency to our structural engineers.





Hana Gattermayerova, Atelier P.H.A., spol. s r.o.

Chief Structural Enginer




















Improving the engineering workflow
SCIA BIM solutions



We are constantly looking for ways to improve the engineering workflow and to make BIM a workable reality for all. We realise this cannot all be done via a ‘one size fits all’ approach and so we have developed a number of different solutions for ANY type of company and engineering workflow, from a federated to an integrated model.







Read more






Work around the globe
Comprehensive code-coverage



SCIA Engineer provides the most comprehensive implementation of Eurocodes, including over 20 National Annexes, U.S. codes and other international standards like NBR or SIA..







Read more
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Don't miss anything
Sign up to our newsletter



The most valuable industry insights, up-to-date software tips & tricks, exclusive webinar invitations and much more: subscribing to our monthly newsletter is a must!

Don't hesitate and subscribe today!
In case, unsubscribing is easy afterwards.
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Support during office hours








Contact us



Head Quarters: +32 11 948610
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General: [email protected]

Support: [email protected]

Sales: [email protected]
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